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Ternary CePt Si3 crystallizes in the tetragonal P mm4 structure which lacks a center of inversion.
Antiferromagnetic order sets in at TN  22. K followed by superconductivity (SC) below Tc  075. K.
Large values of   Hc2 85. T/K and Hc2 0 5( )  T were derived, referring to Cooper pairs formed out
of heavy quasiparticles. The mass enhancement originates from Kondo interactions with a character-
istic temperature TK  8 K. CePt Si3 follows the general features of correlated electron systems and
can be arranged within the Kadowaki–Woods plot next to the unconventional SC UPt3. NMR and
SR results show that both magnetic order and SC coexist on a microscopic scale without having
spatial segregation of both phenomena. The absence of an inversion symmetry gives rise to a lifting
of the degeneracy of electronic bands by spin-orbit coupling. As a consequence, the SC order param-
eter may have uncommon features as indicated from a very unique NMR relaxation rate 1 1/T and a
linear temperature dependence of the penetration depth .
PACS: 74.70.Tx, 71.27.+ a, 75.30.Mb
1. Introduction
Electron correlations in solids are a «magic door»
to the discovery of unexpected features and phases of
metals, intermetallics and oxides at low temperatures.
Of particular importance are phase transitions at
T  0. Critical fluctuations associated with such a
phase transition can lead to strong renormalization of
normal metallic properties and novel exotic phases
may emerge from these strongly fluctuating environ-
ments. One of the most exciting features in this con-
text is the occurrence of superconductivity (SC).
The appearance of SC in such a scenario can deviate
from the common BCS type in many essential aspects.
Strong correlation effects responsible for the heavy
electron behavior from narrow f-electron bands, may
hamper the possibility of conventional Cooper pair-
ing, i.e. pairing in the most symmetric (s-wave) form
as it is favoured by electron–phonon interaction. In
turn, magnetic fluctuation may provide the necessary
attractive interaction in a different angular momen-
tum channel. This means that Cooper pairs may have
either spin–singlet or spin–triplet configuration and
the orbital angular momentum may lead to a highly
anisotropic gap with zero nodes. Almost all previously
studied SC exhibiting strong electron correlations in
the normal state region are characterized by a center of
inversion in its crystal structure. This allows us to dis-
tinguish spin–singlet and spin–triplet components of
the SC order parameter and consider them separately.
Superconductivity in materials having no inversion
symmetry is rare. This lack of a inversion center inval-
idates some aspects of the scheme of symmetry classifi-
cation and leads to a mixture of singlet and triplet
pairing in general.
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A recently discovered example in this respect is
CePt Si3 with the tetragonal space group P4mm
(No. 99) [1], the first heavy fermion SC without a
centre of inversion. The absence of inversion symme-
try induces peculiar band splittings, as we will discuss
below, which are detrimental to certain kinds of Coo-
per pairing channels. In particular, spin triplet pairing
becomes unlikely under these circumstances [2].
The aim of the present paper is to provide a review
of results of current research dedicated to the various
physical properties of CePt Si3 in both the normal and
superconducting states and to locate the system in the
standard generic phase diagram of heavy fermion
compounds.
This paper is organized as follows. After a discus-
sion of normal state properties of CePt Si3 , the SC fea-
tures of CePt Si3 are examined before theoretical
considerations concerning the SC order parameter are
made.
2. Results and discussion
2.1. Normal state properties
Physical properties of ternary CePt Si3 are domi-
nated by the onset of long range, presumably
antiferromagnetic order below TN  2 2. K, followed
by SC below Tc  0 75. K. This intriguing coincidence
of two ordering phenomena in CePt Si3 have to be con-
sidered in the context of crystal electric field (CEF)
splitting and Kondo interaction which substantially
modify Hund’s j / 5 2 ground state of the Ce ion.
The response of the system associated with the mutual
interplay of these mechanisms will be highlighted
below.
Substantial information concerning the magnetic
and the paramagnetic properties of CePt Si3 can be de-
duced from the temperature dependent magnetic
contribution to the specific heat C Tmag ( ). The latter
may be defined by the difference Cp between
CePt Si3 and isostructural non-magnetic reference
LaPt Si3 , with C Cp ~ mag . Plotted in Fig. 1 is
C /Tp vs. T of CePt Si3 together with the raw data of
LaPt Si3 . The low temperature behavior of the latter
can be accounted for in terms of the Debye model with
D  255 K together with a Sommerfeld value   9
mJ/molK2. C Tp ( ) of CePt Si3 defines three re-
gimes: the SC state of CePt Si3 below Tc  0 75. K; the
magnetically ordered range below TN  2 2. K and the
paramagnetic region above TN . This region is
characterized by a Schottky-like anomaly with a weak
local maximum around 40 to 50 K. Such numbers im-
ply a CEF level approximately 100 K above the
ground state doublet. However, since C Tp ( ) of
LaPt Si3 slightly exceeds the specific heat data of
CePt Si3 , C T C Tp ( ) ( )~ mag becomes negative, hence
a reliable evaluation of CEF level scheme is not possi-
ble, at least, considering this quantity only. The inte-
grated entropy Smag (right axis, Fig. 1) reaches Rln2
around 25 K and the entropy of 8.7 J/molK2 inte-
grated up to 100 K is slightly less than R ln .4 115
J/molK2. These results confirm again that the
ground state of Ce3+ ions is a doublet with the first ex-
cited level above about 100 K. The twofold degener-
acy of the ground state doublet, however, is lifted by
magnetic order as well as by Kondo type interaction
spreading entropy to higher temperatures.
The second interesting aspect in the paramagnetic
temperature range of CePt Si3 is an almost logarithmic
tail of C /Tp above TN , extrapolating to about 12 to
13 K. The logarithmic temperature dependence observed
just above the magnetic transition may be considered as
hint of non-Fermi liquid (nFl) behavior. Therefore, it is
a unique observation at ambient pressure that non-Fermi
liquid behavior, magnetic ordering and eventually a SC
transition consecutively arises on the same sample upon
lowering the temperature. To corroborate the nFl
property deduced for CePt Si3 from the specific heat
data and to exclude short range order effects and
inhomogeneities above the magnetic phase transition,
C Tp ( ) was studied for diluted Ce La Pt Si02 0 8 3. . as well.
Results are shown in Fig. 1 as Cp vs. lnT (squares).
This diluted sample — without magnetic ordering — ex-
hibits a similar logarithmic contribution to the specific
heat, like parent CePt Si3 , and thus states this feature as
intrinsic property.
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependent magnetic contribution to
the specific heat, Cp of CePt Si3 plotted as C /Tp on a
logarithmic temperature scale (filled circles). The phonon
contribution to define Cp is taken from C Tp( ) of LaPt Si3
(filled diamonds). The long-dashed line represents the
magnetic entropy (right axis). The short-dashed line is a
guide to the eyes and roughly indicates the non-Fermi liq-
uid behavior. The solid line is a fit according to Eq. (1)
and the dashed-dotted line is a fit according to C Tp ~ 3.
In order to analyze in more detail the magnetically
ordered region of CePt Si3 , a model by Continentino
[3] is applied for the specific heat well below Tmag :
C T g T /TSW
/ /
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This expression is based on antiferromagnetic
magnons with a dispersion relation   	 SW D k
2 2 2 ,
where  SW is the spin-wave gap and D is the spin-wave
velocity; g /D / 1 13 3 and  is an effective
magnetic coupling between the Ce ions. A least squares
fit of Eq. (1) to the data below TN (solid line, Fig. 1)
reveals  SW  2 7. K, a reasonable gap value with re-
spect to the ordering temperature. A recent neutron dif-
fraction study carried out on CePt Si3 confirmed
antiferromagnetic ordering below TN  2 2. K with a
wave vector k  (0,0,1/2), i.e. doubling of the magnetic
unit cell along the c-direction [4]. A second model calcu-
lation with simple antiferromagnetic spin waves, yield-
ing C Tmag 
3, gives again reasonable agreement with
the heat capacity data. Using both models, one can esti-
mate a Sommerfeld coefficient of 0.42 and 0.39
J/molK2 for the former and latter model, respectively.
Such figures are in excellent agreement with an extrapo-
lation of high field specific heat data where SC is already
suppressed by the applied magnetic field. These strongly
enhanced Sommerfeld values characterise CePt Si3 as a
typical heavy fermion compound.
Considering Kondo type interactions to be respon-
sible for the significant renormalisation of electrons,
the temperature dependent magnetic entropy S Tmag ( )
allows to estimate the Kondo temperature TK . Ap-
plying results derived from the renormalisation group
technique [5] for effective spin 1/2 systems to
S Tmag ( ) derived for CePt Si3 yields TK  7 2. K. A sec-
ond possible estimate for TK follows from the competi-
tion of the RKKY interaction and the Kondo effect,
which leads to a significant reduction of the specific
heat jump at T TN . Following the procedure devel-
oped in Ref. 6 gives TK  9 K, in reasonable agreement
with the previous estimate.
The temperature dependent electrical resistivity
( )T of CePt Si3 is plotted in Fig. 2,a together with
( )T of isostructural LaPt Si3 . ( )T of CePt Si3 drops
to zero from a residual value of 5 8.  cm with
Tc
mid  0 75. K, thus indicating superconductivity. At
high temperatures, ( )T is characterised by a negative
logarithmic contribution, followed by pronounced
curvatures around 75 K and 15 K, which may reflect
crystal electric field effects in the presence of Kondo
type interactions. Further evaluation of ( )T requires
knowledge of the phonon contribution ph which, in a
first approximation, may be derived from homologous
and isotypic LaPt Si3 . LaPt Si3 is metallic in the tem-
perature range measured and   ( ) ( )T TLa La ph
La 	0
(0 is residual resistivity) can simply be accounted for
in terms of the Bloch Grneisen model with the Debye
temperature D  160 K [solid line, Fig. 2,a] and
 0 10 7 .  cm. According to Matthiessen’s rule,
( )T of CePt Si3 can be expressed as ( )T
Ce 
 	 	  0
Ce
ph
Ce
mag( ) ( )T T . The temperature depend-
ent magnetic contribution to the resistivity, mag ( )T ,
follows then simply from the difference of ( )T Ce and
( )T La, assuming  ph
Ce
ph
La . Furthermore, 0
La is
subtracted. mag ( )T exhibits a distinct logarithmic
contribution for T  100 K; the maximum around 80 K
may indicate the overall crystal field splitting of the
j / 5 2 Ce 4 1f state (dashed-line, Fig. 2,a, right
axis).
Figure 2,b exhibits low temperature features of the
electrical resistivity of CePt Si3 . Besides the onset of
superconductivity, there is a distinct change of the
slope in ( )T around 2 K, which becomes more evident
from a d/dT plot [right axis, Fig. 2,b]. In the context
of the specific heat study, this anomaly is interpreted as
a signature of an onset of long range magnetic order. A
least squares fit according to   	 AT
2, reveals
the residual resistivity  0 5 2 .  cm and a material
dependent constant A / 2 35 2.  cm K .
To account for the magnetically ordered region of
CePt3Si in more detail, the above indicated model of
Continentino can be adopted for the temperature de-
pendent electrical resistivity, where conduction elec-
trons are scattered on antiferromagnetic magnons [3]
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependent electrical resistivity  of
CePt Si3 and LaPt Si3 plotted on a logarithmic temperature
scale. The magnetic contribution mag( )T (dashed-line)
refers to the right axis (a). Low temperature details of
( )T of CePt Si3 . The solid and the dashed-dotted lines are
least squares fits (see text) and the dashed-line shows
d T /( ) dT (b).
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Again,  SW is the spin-wave gap. A least squares
fit of Eq. (2) to the experimental data above Tc and
below the ordering temperature yields an equally good
agreement (dashed-dotted line, Fig. 2,b) as the earlier
model (solid line, Fig.2,b). The spin gap obtained
from this fit,  SW = 2.77 K, excellently agrees with
that value obtained from specific heat analysis.
The coefficient A derived is much larger than usu-
ally observed for simple metals like K or Cu, and thus
evidences again that the low temperature state of
CePt3Si is dominated by heavy quasiparticles. In fact,
considering the electron–electron interaction in terms
of the Barber model indicates A N EF ( ( ))
2, where
N EF( ) is the electronic density of states at the Fermi
energy. Since also the Sommerfeld value depends on
the same quantity, it is naturally to arrange certain
systems according their A and  values. Such a classifi-
cation was made for the first time by Kadowaki and
Woods [7], and many highly correlated electron sys-
tems have been shown to satisfy this scheme [8]. A
closer inspection yields for the ratio A/2 
  1 10 5  mol2K2mJ–2. Arranging CePt3Si in
such a Kadowaki Woods plot, see Fig. 3, obviously
shows that the present compound is found at the very
same site as the unconventional superconductor UPt3.
Temperature dependent magnetic susceptibility pro-
vides information concerning the effective magnetic mo-
ments eff involved in a particular system, the inte-
raction strength between these moments via the
paramagnetic Curie temperature p , and about phase
transitions present in a certain sample. Results taken
from a SQUID measurement performed at 0 1H  T
are shown in Fig. 4 together with an a.c. susceptibility
measurement in the inset of this figure. At elevated tem-
peratures, ( )T of CePt3Si exhibits a Curie–Weiss be-
havior — and the anomaly around 2.2 K (inset, Fig. 4)
indicates the magnetic phase transition. To qualitatively
account for the region above about 50 K, a least squares
fit according to the modified Curie–Weiss law, i.e.,
 

 	
	0
C
T p
(3)
was applied. 0 represents a temperature independent
Pauli-like susceptibility and C is the Curie constant.
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Fig. 3. A plot of the T2-coefficient of the electrical
resistivity A versus the T-linear specific heat coeffi-
cient . Solid and dashed lines represent A/2 
      1 10 5 2 2 2 cm mol K mJ and A/2 0 4 .
     10 6 2 2 2 cm mol K mJ (figure taken from
Ref. [8]).
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependent susceptibility of CePt3Si
plotted as 1/
 vs T. The solid line is a least squares fit ac-
cording to the modified Curie–Weiss law. The inset shows
the low temperature behaviour deduced from an a.c. sus-
ceptibility study (Ref. [9]).
Results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 4 as solid
line. The effective magnetic moment deduced from
the Curie constant C matches the theoretical value as-
sociated with the 3+ state of cerium, thereby inferring
a rather stable magnetic moment. The paramagnetic
Curie temperature p  46 K is large and negative,
being indicative of strong antiferromagnetic interac-
tions. In the Kondo picture, already adopted to ex-
plain the large Sommerfeld value , the value of p
suggests a Kondo temperature of the order of 10 K
( )T /K p  4 .
Very large values of p H( | | [ ]100 and H | | [ ]001 )
were also deduced from a previous investigation of sin-
gle crystalline CePt3Si [4], confirming the substan-
tial antiferromagnetic interaction strength.
For better understanding of the magnetic ground
state and expected localized character of Ce 4f elec-
trons, neutron inelastic scattering experiments were
performed. In order to accurately and reliably deter-
mine magnetic scattering from the magnetic moments
of Ce, both CePt3Si and LaPt3Si were investigated in
powder form under identical conditions. For a proper
phonon subtraction, two well-established methods
were used [10], yielding almost identical results.
The intensity shown in Fig. 3 for a sample tempera-
ture T = 6.4 K is expected to be solely of magnetic ori-
gin as the phonon contribution has been subtracted
from the data. In order to account for the excitations
observed, the standard CEF Hamiltonian for Ce3+
with C v4 point symmetry is considered:
H B O B O B OCEF  	 	2
0
2
0
4
0
4
0
4
4
4
4. (4)
Bl
m and Ol
mare the CEF parameters and the Steven
operators, respectively. Due to CEF effects, the
6-fold degenerate ground state of the Ce3 ions is
split in tetragonal symmetry into 3 doublets. Ap-
plying Eq. (4) to the data shown in Fig. 5 reveals
CEF parameters B2
0 0 4972  . meV, B4
0 0 0418 . meV
and B4
4 0 2314 . meV. These parameters are consis-
tent with levels at  1 13 and  2 20 meV and al-
low to reasonably well describe magnetic scattering
(solid line, Fig. 5). Keeping the CEF parameters un-
changed, the data obtained at 94 K are equally well
explained. Moreover, the two CEF excitations cen-
tred at 13 and 20 meV are also consistent with the
heat capacity data as discussed above. We further-
more studied low energy excitations using lower inci-
dent energy to find a weak feature around 1.4 meV.
The dispersion of that intensity at T  5 K, particu-
larly around Q = 0.8 –1 is a signature for the devel-
opment of short-ranged magnetic correlations and can
be considered as origin of the anomalous behavior of
the specific heat above magnetic ordering. At higher
temperatures (T  30 K) scattering becomes Q-inde-
pendent. This feature is completely absent in
non-magnetic LaPt3Si . Differently to our study per-
formed at the instrument HET of ISIS (UK), the in-
elastic neutron scattering experiment reported in Ref.
4 indicated two CEF peaks at 1.0 and 24 meV. Based
on the latter, a set of CEF parameters was deduced,
sufficient to account for isothermal magnetisation and
the temperature dependent magnetic susceptibility.
However, this latter CEF level scheme does not prop-
erly describe the temperature dependent magnetic
contribution to the specific heat and magnetic en-
tropy. Such a discrepancy is rather serious, since, dif-
ferent to magnetization and susceptibility, not any
theoretical model is necessary for the calculation, ex-
cept basic thermodynamics. In order to get more reli-
able data for the analysis, particularly at low energy
excitations, neutron inelastic measurements with high
resolution and low incident energy neutrons are in
progress.
2.1. Superconducting properties of CePt3Si
Signs of bulk SC of CePt3Si below Tc  0 75. K are
numerous: zero resistivity, diamagnetic signal in the
susceptibility, a jump in the specific heat and NMR
relaxation rate at Tc.
Substantial information concerning the supercon-
ducting state is provided by heat capacity data taken
at low temperatures for CePt3Si. Results are shown in
Fig. 6 asC /Tp vs. T. The phonon contribution is neg-
ligible in the temperature range shown. Besides the
already mentioned magnetic phase transition at
TN  2 2. K and the logarithmic contribution above
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Fig. 5. Magnetic scattering obtained at 6.4 K with the in-
cident energy of 35 meV. The dashed line is for the elastic
component with FWHM = 2.4 meV while the
short-dashed line represents the quasi-elastic component
with FWHM = 0.8 meV. The dashed-dotted line is for the
sum of two Lorentzian components centered at 13 and 20
meV with FWHM = 10.0 meV (Ref. [17]).
that temperature, the superconducting transition at
Tc  0 75. K is the most prominent feature.
The Sommerfeld coefficient  n  0 39. J/molK
2 of
CePt3Si at zero field, obtained from an extrapolation
of the antiferromagnetically ordered region, evidences
the large effective masses of the charge carriers in-
volved. The extrapolation shown in Fig. 6 (dashed
line) satisfies the basic requirement of superconduc-
tivity, the entropy balance between the SC and nor-
mal state regions. Another careful extrapolation of the
heat capacity of data within the superconducting tem-
perature range towards zero yields about  n*  210
mJ/molK2. This non-vanishing contribution within
the SC state may hint at two mechanisms: not all elec-
trons are involved in the SC condensate, rather,
roughly half of them  s n * ) are forming normal
state long range magnetic order, which then co-exists
with superconductivity on a microscopic scale; a some-
what gapless superconducting state. This would cause
finite values of the Sommerfeld constant and power
laws of the thermodynamic and transport properties
instead of an exponential behavior as in typical BCS
systems. The coexistence of both states is evidenced
from SR spectroscopy and a superconducting state
with nodes in the gap (gapless at certain sites) is sup-
ported by magnetic penetration depth ( )T measure-
ments (see below).
The jump of the specific heat anomaly associated
with superconductivity, C /Tp Tc
| . 01 J/molK2,
leads to C / Tp n c( ) .  0 25, which is significantly
smaller than the figure expected from the BCS theory
( ( ) .C / Tp c  1 43). Even using the electronic spe-
cific heat coefficient in the SC state,  s  018 1. ( )
J/molK2, we obtained C / Tp s c( ) .  0 55 that is
still below the BCS value.
Again, two scenarios may explain the substantial
reduction of C / Tp c( ) with respect to the BCS
value; strongly anisotropic gaps yield a reduced mag-
nitude of C / Tp c( ) [11] and not all electrons con-
dense into Cooper pairs while the rest stays essentially
normal. This may imply that the electrons responsible
for normal state features, such as antiferromagnetic
order, coexist with those forming the Cooper pairs. In
fact, the finite value of  s  018. J/molK
2 provides
evidence that even at T = 0 K a significant portion of
the Fermi surface is still not involved in the SC
condensate.
Very recently, a specific heat study was performed
on a well heat treated polycrystalline CePt3Si sample,
revealing two consecutive phase transitions at Tc1 0 8 .
and Tc2 0 55 . K. The extreme different field response
for both transitions, however, are possibly indicative of
two different superconducting states [12].
The upper critical field Hc2 0( ) as well as of the
slope dH /dT Hc c2 2 ! are indispensable quantities for
the determination of microscopic parameters describ-
ing the superconducting state. The temperature and
field dependent specific heat C T Hp ( , ) of CePt3Si is
shown for the low temperature range in Fig. 7,a.
The application of magnetic fields reduces Tc, re-
sulting in a rather large change of dH /dTc2 8 5  . , in
good agreement with the conclusion drawn from elec-
trical resistivity [see Fig. 7,b]. An extrapolation of
T Hc( ) towards zero yields Hc2 0 5( )  T, well above
the paramagnetic limiting field Hp  11. T [1]. Fur-
thermore, an estimation of the Sommerfeld coefficient
from the high field data gives 0.36 J/molK2, in fair
agreement with the value obtained from an extrapo-
lation of the normal state in the zero field data (see
Fig. 6). The upturn of C /Tp at lowest temperatures
that gets stronger with increasing magnetic field is de-
rives from the nuclear contribution of 195Pt.
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ture dependence of the upper critical field Hc2. The solid
straight line yields   Hc2 85. T/K; the dashed line is a
guide to the eyes (Ref. [1]). PL indicates the
Pauli–Clogston limiting field (b).
In order to derive a set of parameters characterizing
the superconducting state of CePt3Si the BCS theory
is adopted [13,14]. Although substantial deviations
from a spherical Fermi surface are expected for
tetragonal CePt3Si, reasonable physical parameters
can be expected (compare, e.g., Ref. [14,15]).
Starting parameters are  s  018 2. ( ) J/molK
2 (as
a lower limit), !  Hc2 8 5. T/K and  0 5 2 . cm.
The effective Fermi surface Ss is then computed
(Eq.(2) in Ref. [14]) as Ss
cl
 3 7 1020.  m–2 within
the clean limit and Ss
dl
 3 5 1020.  m–2 for the dirty
limit. Considering the dirty limit only, ! Hc2
 0 77. T/K, a value rather low with respect to the
experimentally derived slope !  Hc2 8 5. T/K. This
indicates that CePt3Si is not a typical dirty limit su-
perconductor. Thus, the further calculations are based
on clean limit results.
Combining the Fermi surface with  s gives the
Fermi velocity vF  5300 m/s and in the context of
the residual resistivity,  0 5 2 . cm, a mean free
path ltr  8 10
8  m can be estimated. The coherence
length "0 for T # 0 was obtained from two independ-
ent relations. One follows from the BCS equation,
"0
9018 9 7 10  . ( ) . v / k TF B c  m. A second expres-
sion stems from the well known formula
 $"0 2 0 0
22H /c  % ( ) yielding "0
98 1 10 .   m, in rea-
sonable agreement with the former.
The evaluation of the Ginzburg Landau parameter
&  "GL / requires the knowledge of the thermody-
namic critical field 0 0 26 2Hc ( ) ( ) mT which can be
calculated from the free energy difference between the
superconducting and the normal state:
F T F F H T /n s c( ) ( )   0
2 2


!!
!! !


( )C C
T
dT dTs n
T
T
T
T
cc
.
Cs is obtained from the zero field specific heat and
Cn is taken from the T
3 extrapolation as indicated by
the dashed line in Fig. 6. With Hc2 0 5( )  T one de-
rives a value for &GL c cH / H 2 0 2 140( ) )  which,
in turn, determines the London penetration depth
L T( )# 0  11 10
6.   m. Since the evaluation of
the various parameters is based on s-wave models,
care has to be taken when using their absolute values;
nevertheless the right order of magnitude can be
anticipated.
Evaluating Eq. (A.13) of Ref. [14] with max 
 100  cm yields ShT  31 10
21.  m–2, the Fermi sur-
face at elevated temperatures. The discrepancy between Ss
and ShT suggests that only a part of the Fermi surface is
involved in forming Cooper pairs while the remaining one
engages in normal state magnetic correlations. This finding
seems to be convincingly supported from the lessened
value of C / Tp c ). In terms of the coexistence of both
superconductivity ( . )Tc  0 75 K and long range magnetic
order ( .TN  2 2 K), the downsized specific heat jump at
Tc may explain, at least partly, that the Fermi surface is
likely to be subdivided into a superconducting part (re-
lated to  s) and a normal state region.
Microscopic evidence for the latter conclusion can
be found from zero-field SR spectroscopy data ob-
tained in the magnetic phase below and above Tc in
the magnetic phase (Fig. 8). At temperatures much
above TN , the SR signal is a characteristic of a para-
magnetic state with a depolarization solely arising
from nuclear moments. Below TN the SR signal indi-
cates that the full sample volume orders magnetically.
High statistic runs performed above and below Tc [16]
did not show any change of the magnetic signal, sup-
porting the view of a microscopic coexistence between
magnetism and SC.
This points to a novel state for SC Ce-based
heavy-fermion systems at ambient pressure, for which,
to date, magnetism was found to be either absent [18]
or strongly competing against SC [19]. The observed
coexistence is reminiscent of the situation observed in
UPd2Al3 [20], where a model of two independent
electron subsets, localized or itinerant, was proposed
in view of similar microscopic data [21].
Another microscopic information about the SC
state can be obtained from the temperature dependent
195Pt nuclear spin-relaxation rate 1 1/T [22].Results
are shown as a ( ) ( )1 11 1/T T / /T T Tc vs. T/Tc plot in
Fig. 9 for 8.9 and 18.1 MHz. The relaxation behavior
1 1/T T CePt3Si reminds to a kind of Hebel–Slichter
anomaly [23] indicating coherence effects as in con-
ventional BCS SC. The peak height, however, is sig-
nificantly smaller than that observed for conventional
BCS SC and, additionally, shows no field dependence
at the 8.9 MHz ( )~H 1 T and 18.1 MHz (H  2 T)
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Fig. 8. Zero field depolarisation rate of CePt3Si at various
temperatures (Ref. [17]).
run. Notably, CePt3Si is the first HF SC that exhibits
a peak in 1 1/T T just below Tc.
1 1/T T at H ~ 2 T seems to saturate at low tempera-
ture, which can be assigned to the presence of vortex
cores where the normal-state region is introduced.
1 1/T T at 8.9 MHz ( )~H 1 T , however, continues to
decrease down to T = 0.2 K, the lowest yet measured
temperature. Neither an exponential law nor the usual
T3 law, reported for most of the unconventional HF
SC (see e.g., Ref. [24] and Refs. therein), is observed
for the data down to T Tc 0 2 0 3. ( .K ). However,
further studies at temperatures below 0 2. Tc are re-
quired to make any definite conclusion on the specific
behaviour of 1 1/T .
The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate 1 1/T in the
superconducting state can be expressed as
1 2
1
1
2
2 2
0
T
A
N E M E f E f E dEs s 	 


$

[ ( ) ( )] ( )[ ( )] ,
(5)
Ns is the density of states and describes the distinct
features of an isotropic, polar or axial SC state; Ms is
the anomalous density of states arising from coher-
ence effects which can be calculated from
M E
N
E
d ds ( )
( ) ( , )
( )
sin ,


0
4 2 2
0
2
$
 '
('
  '




(6)
with ( )(' the direction dependent energy gap. Ms
is expected to only exists in s-wave superconductors.
To account for the relaxation behavior below Tc in
noncentrosymmetric CePt3Si, three unconventional
models were adopted for a description of the tempera-
ture dependence of 1 1/T at H ~ 1 T. The dashed line
in Fig. 9 represents a fit according to the the
Balian–Werthamer model (BW isotropic spin-triplet
SC state) with 2 3 9/k TB c  . [25]. Note that the peak
of the BW model in 1 1/T T originates from the pres-
ence of an isotropic energy gap. The dashed-dotted
line is a fit using a line-node model with
2 51/k TB c  . . The dotted line refers to a point-node
model with 2 3 6/k TB c  . . The models used, how-
ever, failed to give satisfactory description of the
observed temperature dependence of 1 1/T over the en-
tire temperature range.
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Fig. 9. A plot of ( ) ( )1 11 1/TT / /TT Tc vs. T/Tc at 8.9 MHz
( )~H 1 T and 18.1 MHz ( )~H 2 T . The dashed line is for
the Balian-Werthamer model (BW isotropic triplet SC
state) with a value of 2 4/k TB c  . The dotted line assumes
a point-node model with 2 36/k TB c  . and the dashed-dot-
ted line represents a fit by a line-node gap model with
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Fig. 10. Normalized variation   ( )T / 0 versus T/Tc in a
polycrystalline CePt3Si sample (a). Low-temperature be-
havior of ( )T in polycrystalline CePt3Si and Cd sam-
ples. ( )T is independent of temperature below 028. Tc in
cadmium, as expected for a s-wave superconductor. The
inset displays a linear low-temperature behavior of ( )T in
CePt3Si (b).
The data seem to start following the line-node
model at the lowest measured temperatures. However,
the data are described reasonably well by the BW
(nodeless) model just below Tc. The experimentally
observed peak in 1 1/T T would indicate the presence
of an isotropic energy gap, even though a coherence ef-
fect — inherent for the isotropic spin–singlet s-wave
pairing state — is absent.
In almost all previous studies on either conven-
tional and unconventional SC, it was assumed that the
crystal has an inversion center, which allows separate
consideration of the even (spin–singlet) and odd
(spin–triplet) components of the SC order parameter.
In CePt3Si, however, a center of symmetry is absent.
Therefore, the novel relaxation behavior found below
Tc hints at a possibly new class of a SC state being re-
alized in noncentrosymmetric heavy fermion com-
pounds.
An important probe of the structure of the super-
conducting energy gap is the temperature dependence
of the magnetic penetration depth ( )T . Figure 10
shows results, obtained using a tunnel diode oscillator
system running at 9.5 MHz, for a polycrystalline
CePt3Si sample at temperatures down to 0.049 K. Fig-
ure 10,a depicts the normalized variation of
  ( )T / 0 versus T/Tc in the whole temperature re-
gion below Tc. Here   ( ) ( ) ( .T T  0 049 K) and
0 is the total penetration depth shift. Figure 10,b
displays ( )T vs T/Tc in the low temperature range
T Tc) 0 6. for polycrystalline CePt3Si and Cd samples.
Cadmium is a classic s-wave superconductor, for
which the low temperature dependence of ( )T is ex-
ponential. The inset to Fig. 10,b is a close-up of ( )T
vs. T/Tc for the CePt3Si sample for temperatures
T Tc) 0 3. , where it can be clearly seen that the pene-
tration depth data of the CePt3Si sample follow a lin-
ear temperature behavior below 017. Tc. We remark
here that the low temperature dependence of ( )T is
not affected by the type of sample (single crystal,
powder, etc.) in which the measurement is performed,
if the sample is of high quality [26–28].
For a clean, local superconductor the penetration
depth is given by


*
*  '
2
2 2 2
0
1 2
( )
( ) ( , , )
.
T
dE
f
E
E
E T
 	













(7)
Here + ,... represents an angular average over the
Fermi surface and f is the Fermi function. Evidently
the temperature dependence of ( )T depends on the
topology of the gap structure. For line nodes in the en-
ergy gap the penetration depth is expected to be linear
in the low temperature limit, where the temperature
dependence of the energy gap can be neglected. As-
suming that CePt3Si is both a clean ( )l  "0 and a lo-
cal ( ( ) ) "0 0 superconductor, as it was discussed
above, the penetration depth experimental result
points out to the existence of lines of nodes in the
structure of the superconducting pairing state and,
hence, to unconventional superconductivity in
CePt Si3 . For this material with a tetragonal crystal
lattice a p-wave pairing symmetry, like d k( ) 
  xk yky x proposed earlier by Frigeri et al., will not
be consistent with line nodes, because for materials
with strong spin-orbit coupling all the spin-triplet
states are predicted to have point nodes [29]. Thus,
the T linear variation of the penetration depth sug-
gests a d-wave (spin–singlet) type of pairing symme-
try in the energy gap.
A broad shoulder in ( )T just below Tc, like the
one observed in Fig. 10,a, is usually associated in
polycrystalline samples to inter-grain or proximity ef-
fects. However, this effect is not expected to be rele-
vant in the present case, because of the high quality of
the polycrystalline sample and the very small measur-
ing magnetic fields (about 5 mOe) [26]. ( )T for this
sample has an inflection point around 0.52 K tempera-
ture that is near to the second superconducting transi-
tion (0.55 K) recently found in CePt3Si [12]. Thus, it
is tempting to relate the shoulder to this second transi-
tion. However, the inflation point —or similar fea-
ture— does not seem to be present in preliminary re-
sults (obtained by one of the authors) in a sedimented
powder sample, where the intrinsic behavior is
thought to be more pronounced. Thus, no conclusions
can be drawn on the second transition from the pres-
ent measurements of the penetration depth.
2.3. Symmetry aspects
Time reversal invariance and inversion symmetry
are essential ingredients for superconductivity. They
allow us to distinguish pairing with spin singlet and
spin triplet configuration and even and odd parity.
Due to Fermion antisymmetry of the Cooper pair
wavefunction these are uniquely combined into even
parity spin singlet and odd parity spin triplet pairing
states. The formation of Cooper pairs with vanishing
total momentum relies on the availability of degener-
ate electron states of opposite momentum on the Fermi
surfaces. It is generally believed that for spin singlet
Cooper pairing time reversal invariance provides the
necessary conditions, while spin triplet pairing needs
additionally an inversion center [2]. The absence of
inversion symmetry removes, however, the distinction
of even and odd parity and leads immediately to a
mixing also of the spin channels [30].
The absence of inversion symmetry gives rise to
antisymmetric spin-orbit coupling. In the case of
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CePt3Si the generating point group is C v4 which im-
plies that there is no reflection symmetry z z# 
where z is the fourfold tetragonal rotation axis. This is
incorporated into band structure by a Rashba-like
term
º º ( k k k- - .0 0# 	 z ) (8)
with -0 as unit matrix and  as the Pauli matrices in
the electron spinor space. The electron bands split
into two yielding two different Fermi surfaces with
opposite spinor orientation as depicted in Fig. 11.
Obviously there is now a clear restriction on the pos-
sible spin configurations for zero momentum Cooper
pairs
The mixing of the spin singlet and spin triplet
channel for this electron band structure leads to an
non-vanishing spin susceptibility at T = 0 in any case
[30–32]. Thus the absence of paramagnetic limiting
would be naturally explained. It was suggested, how-
ever, by Kaur and collaborators that in high magnetic
fields perpendicular to the z-axis a novel supercon-
ducting phase with a helical order parameter could be
realized which would leave its traces in the tempera-
ture dependence of the upper critical field [33].
So far the symmetry of the order parameter remains
an open question. However, theoretical considerations
suggest that the lack of inversion symmetry introduces
several complications in the microscopic discussion of
superconductivity [30,31,34–39].
3. Summary
We summarize that non-centrosymmetric CePt3Si
is a heavy fermion SC with Tc  0 75. K that orders
magnetically at TN  2 2. K. Specific heat, NMR and
SR studies indicate that superconductivity and long
range magnetic order coexist on a microscopic scale
and may be originated by two different sets of elec-
trons. The NMR relaxation rate 1 1/T shows unex-
pected features which were neither found before in
conventional nor in heavy fermion SC, indicative of
very unusual shapes of the SC order parameter. Un-
conventional SC is backed also by the present penetra-
tion depth studies. In fact, the various theoretical sce-
narios developed for this compound support these
conclusions.
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